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Ⅱ 

Preparation 

 

Bluetooth 4.0 

Please charge the smart band for 2 – 2.5 hours before turning on the smart band first time. 

Battery sign will be shown on the screen while charging. 

 

  display screen 

 

  Touch button 

 
Sensor light 

charging point  

 
※IPlease charge 
the smart band 
once every three 
months if the smart 
band is idle. 

 
 

Mobile APP download Method 

Method 1: Scan the QR code above to download or 

Method 2: Search “Wearfit2.0” in Android store or APP store to 

download and install. 

 

 

 
Scan the QR code to 

enter the app 
download 

 
 

Time mode: Displaying remaining battery, date and time, sleep time, steps(Date and 
time could not be set on the smart band. Date and time will be synchronized after 
connecting to the device), press and hold to change the interface. 

Activities information interface: Record the steps, distance and calories burnt within 
one day. 

Heart rate measurement: measure heart rate hourly, or measure heart rate manually. 
Press and hold to enter into heart rate measurement interface. 

Ⅳ Functionalities 

Ⅲ Connection 

Instruction 

Ⅰ I.Compatible OS and 

requirements 
1.Android 4.4 and 

above 

2.iOS 8.5 and above 



 

Blood pressure measurement: measure blood pressure hourly, or measure blood pressure 

manually. Press and hold to enter into blood pressure measurement interface. 

Blood oxygen measurement: measure blood oxygen hourly, or measure blood oxygen 

manually. Press and hold to enter into blood oxygen measurement interface. 

Sleep monitoring: automatic detection of daily sleep quality  

Sleep quality information interface: Measure sleep quality automatically daily. 

Training mode: Press and hold the training mode interface to enter. Running, Alpinism, and 

cycling modes are built in. Press and hold to start record exercise time, calories burnt. Press 

to pause. Press and hold to exit current mode. 

More:Find my phone(Press and hold to find, press to stop), Music control(Press and hold to 

enter or exit, press respective button to play, previous song, next song), Message reminder 

 (Turn on the notification on APP. Notification will be shown on the smart band once  there 
is APP notification , incoming calls, text messages received), native information(Check the 

model number, MAC address, firmware verision, etc.), turn off(press and hold to turn off), 

return(press and hold to return to upper menu) 

Others: hand up to wake up screen, sedentary reminder, do not disturb mode, shake to take 

photo, hourly measurement, WeChat sport, Apple health, match language automatically. 

Remarks: The bracelet can receive news notifications in 12 languages including Simplified Chinese, 

Traditional Chinese, English, Czech, German, Spanish, French, Italian, Japanese, Korean, 

Portuguese, Russian, and so on. 

 

 

Can’t find the smart or can’t establish connection? 

Android system: 

1.Please make sure the Bluetooth is turned on, and the Bluetooth sign is not on the smart band (The 

smart band are connected if there is Bluetooth sign.) Put the smart band and the device side by 
side, try to search and connect. The connection can be established on Android 4.4 and above. 

2.Still unable to connect, enter Setting – Application management-authorization management-ap- 
plication access authorization, find Wearfit 2.0, allow all the access; enter into Setting again to turn 

on GPS location service, restart the phone, try to connect again. 

IOS system: 
Please make sure the Bluetooth is turned on, and the Bluetooth sign is not on the smart band (The 

smart band are connected if there is Bluetooth sign. Please forget the device first). Go to setting – 

Bluetooth – forgot this device, after that the APP will be able to detect smart band. 

After binding the smart band, it shows not connected or remaining battery is 0%? 

The smart band and the device is not connected successfully, please bind the devices again. 

No data shown on APP? 

Pull down to refresh the main page, the data will be synchronized and shown on the APP. Automatic 

data synchronization will only be done on the first-time connection establishment. Afterward, the    

data will be synchronized automatically hourly. Besides, turn on the hourly measurement. The APP 

read the hourly data(steps, heart rate) from the smart band. There will be not data if the hourly 

measurement is off. 

After refreshing, no data shown. 

Ⅴ FAQ 



Ⅵ Specification 

 

Go to app setting-reset factory setting-press-smart band turn off – turn on the smart band and 
connect to the APP again. The data will be able to load on the APP. 

Time is not synchronized. 
Go to Setting-Application management-turn on APP access-connect the smart band and the 
APP again-Pull down to refresh the APP. 

 

Screen size 1.22 inches 

Bluetooth Bluetooth 4.0 

Waterproof Level IP67 

Battery Type Polymer Battery 

Battery capacity 90mA h 

Charging time 2-2.5 hours 

Diameter φ42.5mm 

Wrist band size 255mm*20mm*2.3mm 

Charging method Clip charging 

Packing Smart band+Charging 

clip+instruction 
 

 
1. If there is any problem with the quality of the product or the use of the product, please 

contact the store directly, we will deal with it quickly. 

2. The measurement results of this product are for reference only and are not intended for 

any medical use or basis. Please follow the doctor's instructions and must not self -diagnose 

and treat according to the measurement results. 

3, the product waterproof rating is IP67, can be used for waterproofing, not for diving and 

for a long time in the water. In addition, this product does not prevent hot water, because 

water vapor will affect the ring. 

4. The company reserves the right to modify the contents of this manual without prior notice . Some 

functions are different in the corresponding software version, which is normal. 

5. This product contains a polymer battery. Do not place this product in a high temperature 

environment for a long time. Do not place this product in an open flame. 

Ⅶ Remark 



 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

CHECKER : 

MODEL : Smart Watch  
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